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* ONE is a non-profit corporation formed to pub-
lish a magazine dealing prilllarily with ho,nosexu-
ality from the scientilic~ histo"ical and critical
point of view ••• to sponsor educational progra'ns~
lectures and con,certs for the aid and benefit of
social variants and to promote alll,ong the general
public an interest, knowledge and understanding
of the problelll,s of variation ••• to sponsor re-
search and p"omote the integration into society
of such persons whose behavior and inclinations
vary fro,n the cu,rrent 1II0raland social standards.
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This month we compliment PEOPLE TODAY for

1111111111I11I11I11I111111I11111111. their complete and unbiased version of our activities

which was featured in their issue of August 25th.
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II . • a mystic bond
of brotherhood
mokes 011 men one."
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The Law

of

Mailable

Material

by
ONE'S Legal Counsel

~

I have been asked by the Editors of ONE to write an article explaining the legal problems
involved in screening and selection of the written material appearing in the magazine. I am happy
to do this, and hope it will serve two purposes: (1) to give the readers of ONE an idea of some
of the difficult behind-the-scenes problems facing ONE's Editors, and (2) to indicate to ONE'S
contributors the legal limits of printable material.

I. THE LAWS PERTAINING TO MAILABLE MATTER.
The use of the mails is not an absolute right. I! is, rather, a privilege extended by the Govern-

ment. The privilege is a broad one, as broad as the guarantee of freedom of speech in the First
Amendment. Nevertheless, it has its limits, and it has long been the law that the Government can
exclude from the mails any matter it deems contrary to the public welfare or morals. For example,
it is illegal to send gambling tickets or abortion-producing devices through the mails.
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The basic law on the subject, the United States Code section 1461, reads as follows:
"Every obscene, lewd, lascivious, or filthy book, pamphlet, picture, paper, letter, writing,

print, or other publication of an indecent character ... is declared to be nonmailable matter ...
Whoever knowingly deposits for mailing or delivery (such matter) shall be fined not more than
$5000 or imprisoned not more than five years, or both."

Thus the law not only forbids the mailing of "obscene, lewd,lascivious or filthy" matter, it
makes an attempted mailing of such matter a Federal crime, with heavy penalties attendant.

This law is enforced by the Postmaster General, and by his assistant Postmasters in each city.
I! is the duty of each local postmaster to screen mail matter originating in his locale (although he
cannot examine sealed matter without a warrant), and use his judgment and discretion in banning
nonmailable matter. His judgment is regarded as conclusive, and will only be reversed by a
reviewing court of law if it is ~Iearly wrong.

In actuality, what happens is this: if the Postmaster suspects a given publication may be
nonmailable, he holds up its transmission, and submits a copy of it to the office of the Solicitor-
General in Washington. The Solicitor-General is, in effect, the Postmaster's attorney. The Solicitor-
General renders his opinion to the Postmaster, and then the Postmaster acts accordingly, either
releasing or confiscating the matter.

ONE'S readers may remember that last year, ONE'S August issue was detained by Los Angeles
postal authorities for three weeks, pending a determination by Washington of its mailability. The
Solicitor-General decided that ONE was mailable (or, at least, that the August issue was mailable).
This, of course, was an important victory for ONE.

II. WHAT IS "OBSCENE"?
The question of precisely what is "obscene, lewd, lascivious or filthy" has, as is to be expected,

plagued lawyers and the courts for many years. It is obvious at once that what is "obscene" is a
subjective standard which will vary from society to society, and will change within a society as
times goes on. Nevertheless, we live in 20th Century America, and must, therefore, study the
standards as laid down by the judges of our past 50 years.

"Obscene, lewd and lascivious" have been variously defined by the American courls as, for
example, offensive to the common sense of decency and modesty of the community; as tending
to suggest or arouse sexual desires or thoughts in the minds of those who might be corrupted
thereby; as nasty, dirty, vulgar, indecent, morally depraving or debasing; impure; calculated to
excite lustful and sensual desires in those whose minds are open to such influence; foul; disgusting;
or descriptive of dissolute or unchaste acts, scenes or incidents.

I! has been said further that in order to bar publication from the mails, the likelihood must be
that the work will so much arouse the salacity or lusts of the reader as to outweigh any literary,
scientific or other merits in that reader's hands. Note also that by "the reader" is meant the
Average Reader, not the actual reader.

Examples of mailed matter which has been declared obscene, and the senders prosecuted
criminally, are: a letter to a married woman, proposing a meeting for purposes of intercourse; a
letter to an unmarried woman, proposing to pay her travel expense plus five dollars if she would
submit to intercourse; a letter, in itself free from obscene language, but offering to sell obscene
pictures; and a letter from one man to another, suggesting a meeting for homosexual acts.

I! is important to n~te that the classics themselves are not above suspicion. A case is reported
in which the Judge's charge to the jury read, in part:

"The defendant's counsel has read in the course of h is argument certain passages from
certain well-known authors-from Shakespeare, Sterne, Suetonius, and even from the Bible.
The passages read, taken in connection with their context, may be, or may not be, obscene or
indecent. You are not trying that question, nor will your verdict decide in this case whether
the Bible, Shakespeare, Sterne and Suetonius must be excluded from the mails."

In this connection it is of interest to note that at various times in the past, famous classics
have in fact been banned as obscene. Such authors and works as Rabelais, the Arabian Nights,
Ovid's Art of Love, Boccaccio's Decameron, Confession of Rousseau, Queen Mab by Shelley, and
Ulysses by James Joyce, have all been the subjects of famous lawsuits (and all ultimately declared
mailable). On the other hand, certain works, such as Tropic of Capricorn, by Henry Miller, are still
held nonmailable.

I! may be of further interest to note that of all the material which went into one of ONE'S
recent issues, the only work which needed deletion, for purposes of avoiding trouble with the law,
was some poetry by Walt Whitman!
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III. WHAT IS PRINTABLE IN ONE MAGAZINE?
Whether or not we like or agree with the laws of this world, we must live with them. This

is an admonition .ttorneys frequently have to give clients. Therefore, what do these laws mean,
in terms of what ONE can or cannot print?

First, while I do not want to alarm ONE'S readers, I must in frankness say there is one
extreme school of legal thought which would say that ONE, merely by its existence, is illegal. That
line of reasoning would run as follows: Homosexual acts are made crimes in every State of the
Union. ONE is published specifically for homosexuals. Therefore, ONE is a magazine for criminals,
their edification and guidance. It is, therefore, illegal.

This, however, is. too extreme a view for 1954. There is no indication from any quarter that
such a view will ever be taken, or could be successfully maintained in a court. It is likelier that a
more moderate, sensible position will in fact prevail. This moderate view is in fact the one taken
last year by the Solicitor-General.

That view is this: that a discussion of the social, economic, personal and legal problems of
homosexuals, for the purposes of better understanding of and by society, is permissible; but appeals
to the lusts or salacity or sexual appetites of ONE'S readers are not permissible. ONE, in other
words, can appeal to the heads, but not the sexual desires, of its readers.

This view is in accord with that taken by the Church of England recently, when it announced
that in its opinion, the condition of homosexuality itself was "morally neutral"; homosexual ••cIs,
however, are sinful.

Let us apply these principles to the actual day-to·day problems of the magazine, in dealing
with contributions. The following rules can be set forth. ONE cannot print the following:

(1) Lonely hearts ads, seeking pen pals or meetings.
(2) "Cheesecake" art or photos. To readers who ask, "But how about all Ihe girlie magazines?"

I can only reply that in our society, visual stimulation of man by woman is toleraled to a far grealer
extent than attempted visual stimulation of man by man, for what is in law a criminal purpose.

(3) Descriptions of sexual acts, or the preliminaries thereto. Again here, what is permissible
in heterosexual literalure is nol permissible in ONE's context.

(4) Descriptions of experiences which become too explicit. I.e., permissible: "John was my
friend for a year." Not permissible: "That night we made mad love."

(5) Decriptions of homosexuality as a practice which the author encourages in olhers, or waxes
too enthusiastic about.

(6) Fiction with too much physical conlact belween Ihe characters. l.e., characters cannot rub
knees, feel thighs, hold hands, soap backs, or undress before one another. (All examples taken
from recent contributions).

This is only a partial list; the only real slandards are the taste, discrelion, and judgment of the
individual editors.

Note also that these rules are relaxed somewhat in work dealing with homosexuality among
women. Hence, the greater freedom of ONE'S February All-Woman Issue. This is merely a reflection
of society's attitudes in general, based on no parlicular logic.

IV. CONCLUSION.
These rules may oulrage some readers who desire far grealer militance and frankness. They

are, however, the facts of legal life. The rules here set forlh have proved valid in the experience of
other publishers, who have found the Postal Department to be "trigger-happy" in the area of
homosexual lilerature. One well-known publisher of fiction has announced he will not handle work
of this character any longer, the risks of publication having become too great.

ONE, also, must operate under restrictions, some of which chafe. Every word which goes into
the magazine must be read by ONE'S attorney at least twice, once in its raw, manuscript form, and
again in finished, printed paste-up. ONE'S revenues are sometimes limited by having 10 refuse to
take certain advertising, which in the context in which ONE operates would prove dangerous.

The path is difficult and requires great judgment and responsibility. But if ONE, and the
writers and viewpoints it represents, can become an accepted institution in American literary life
(and this seems to be happening), it will have served a great and important purpose, both for its
readers and for the cause of freedom of speech; for in its own way, ONE is helping to broaden
the areas of free expression in this country.

•
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*.fin. the ideal democracy, persans
govern themselves, eelleetively, accarding
to certain etMcal principles agreed upon
amang them, principles which are· de-
fined in terms of individual rights. The-
oretically, demacracy rejects moral codes
as a means of government, and seeks
instead for universal sacial principles,
truths, and qualities which can be placed
at the foundation of a political structure
-principles, truths and qualities which
every respansible person in society can
be said to embady and express with equal
force. The mast famous sentence in our
Declaration of Independence clearly il-
lustrates this :-"We hold these truths
to be self-evident, that all men are
created equal, that they are endowed
by their Creator with certain inalienable
rights, that among these are Life, Lib-
erty, and the pursuit of Happiness.'-

The ability of the human mind to
reach into and define the basic princi-
ples of its own welfare is the cause which
has led to the emergence of democracy
as a social ideal during comparatively
modern times. We have reached for a
universal ethic to guide and regulate our
behavior; and in the ,midst of this proc-
ess, and alsa because of it, we have
sensed that moral codes, in themselves,
are toa much confined ta temporary or
restricted conditions to furnish us with
such a guide. The distinction between
ethics and morals is of great importance
to the future evolution of our society,

It. sc. CJWIJJl:JuJJL
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but it cannot be drawn satisfactorily
within the limits of this article. For the
immediate purpose, let it suffice to ob-
serve that moral codes rest upon cer-
tain limited relationships, such as "the
family" or "the tribe," or upon certain
limited necessities, such as those relat-
ing to physical subsistence, or to sex-
uality. Then, from a utilitarian and ob-
jective point of view-"the greatest good
for the greatest number"-they describe
certain permitted or prohibited acts per-
taining to these limited relationships or
necessities, and they do this in an arbi-
trary way, without reference ta any of
the subjective necessities or inclinations
which are actually responsible ·for in-
dividual behavior. Thus, obviausly, no
moral code, as such, can reflect justice
except imperfectly, taking "justice" ta
mean both an orderly and harmonious
adjustment within the individual's total
self, and, in the social context, our col-
lective solicitude for all of the subjec~ive
as .well as the physiological phases of
individual growth and well-being. Dis-
tinguished from morality, ethics neither
prescribes nor proscribes actions, per se,
but defines, as rights, certain subjective
coftditions of individual well-being-con-
ditions in which every human being
shares identically. Then, it categorically
supports any and all actions which fur-
ther this well-being and, incidentally,
condemns any and all actions which do
not.

Because democracy is centrally
concerned with describing the subjective
requirements rather than the mere ex-
ternal conditions of individual welfare,
and because it recognizes every individ-
ual as a living persanification of these
subjective requirements, it has elevated
the individual more and more to a posi-
tion of supreme importance in the seejel
structure. Therefore we expect to find
in democracy that social relationships
are sustained and developed for the pur-
pose of enhanerng the liberty and the
opportunity of the individual, and for
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the purpoSe of furnishing every possible
means for individual self-expression
along constructive, creative, cultural
lines. After many centuries of acquain-
tance with the democratic ideal (con-
trasted with our many failures to attain
It) it has become commonly understood
that man's individual goal in life is not
esselltially materialistic, nor primarily
reproductive. It has become a modern-
style platitude, for example, that "You
can't take it with you," and it is also
generally agreed upon that men and
women have cultural possibilities in so-
ciety which far outreach the biological
urge to procreation, both in terms of so-
cial significance, and in terms of the
spiritual potentialities and dimensions of
the human personality itself. No lite
seems quite so barren as that which is
enslaved to material acquisition, ar which
has never discovered reality in human
values ather than those associated with
biological needs and relationships. In the
ideal democracy, on the contrary, we
have learned to view man's individual
gaol in life as one of character-establish-
ment, and of personality growth. We
have also recognized that this can be
achieved only if we can determine our
own individual actions in accordance
with our own individual needs, and then
only if these self-determined actions are
guided and criticized by means of the
highest possible ethical principles. We
have become convinced that there can
be no true liberty or personal growth
apart from a sound understanding at
ethics, and of the basic, subjective needs
of human welfare which ethies seeks to
discover and describe. We have long
since understood that individual "wel-
fare" or "happiness" attained at the
expe"se of others is neither welfare nor
happiness, that we do not oct rightly,-
I.e., that we do not express or deserve
our individual rights-if our actions in
any way subvert or disturb the exercise
of these same rights by others. The
democratic ideal is built from these basic
conceptions.

•

d)esPite all of the theoretical con-
clusions an the subject of democracy
which we have reached during the post
twenty-five hundred years, our social
regulations are still a confused mixture of
universal ethical precepts and arbitrary
moral compulsions. In all its phases, our
society today is in the midst of serious
growing-pains; what is growing is our
capacity to know what it means to be gov-
erned by universal social principles, in
distinction to being reg;mented by local
social mores; and, conversely, it is these
local or limited social mores which are
acting, inevitably, as impediments to
the practical evolution of larger social
insights. Intelligent and ethical sexual
deviants have long suffered under one
aspect of these growing-pains; intellec-
tual deviants from traditional social or
scientific conceptions have also been
long familiar with other aspects, which
have assumed great current significance
against the background of political arro-
gance 'and dictatorialism which now men-
aces so much of humanity. Most of
us realize that we are supremely tortu-
note in living in that part of the world
where the democratic right of individual
self-d,etermination is still recognized,
even though, sometimes, it must assert
itself against great odds.

All of the profound and construc-
tive sacral developments in human life
have begun from tiny centers of growth,
fro~ "minority groups" at variance with
traditional social conceptions or habits.
There are, of course, minorities and
minorities; some may be nuclei of social
progress, while others may be only stag-
nant relics of the past, obsolescent and
decaying. How well we succeed, as minor-
ities, in enlarging the social insight and
the social outlook all rests upon what
kind of a minority we are, and this
depends upon what we stand for, and
on how we approach the task of deep-
ening and defining the social concep-
tions of human welfare and of human
rights. It will be entirely according to
its knowledge and definition of these

that humanity will progress from this
point on. Human society has ceased to
be a thing of occident, merdy - of
locol frictions or amalgamations among
petty groups scattered at random about
the earth. Our technological advance-
ments, and the evolution of our political
thoughts and institutions have bound all
peoples' into one or another kind of
intellectual design. Our future, therefore,
will depend upon the logic and depth of
our thinking, and no longer upon the
chance associations or the haphazard
conquests of the past. At no time he s
humanity held so much of its future with-
in its own intellectual discretion.

In view of the great contributions
already made to human culture by dis-
tinguished members of our own ranks,
there should be no doubt that the homo-
sexuel minority can play a very credit-
able role in the evolution of human
rights and in the fulfillment of the demo-
cratic ideal - not because it is homo-
sexual, and certainly not if it is under
the delusion that sexual rights are hu-
manity's chief or only rights, but be-
cause its individual members have been
compelled, like the members of many
other minorities, to visualize the full
nature of human rights perhaps more
clearly than those who are complacently
entrenched in traditional conceptions and
majority attitudes. Thus this group call,
if it will, make a distinct contribution
to the social discovery and revaluation
of human rights on all levels, a dis-
covery and revaluation which stands
as the issue of greatest human import-
ance during this apocalyptic era. But
it can do this only if it devotes its
primary attention, not to what it is
against, but to what it is for. The posi-
tive, constructive, forward-looking ap-
proach is indispensable. First of all, such
an approach holds before it a goal -
not merely a personal goal, but a high
and beneficent social goal. Secondly, it
concentrates upon the unifying, cohesive
principles of society, rather than upon
the superficial distinctions which tend to
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divide society. Lastly, it will bring about
for our minority a gradual erasure, both
penanal and collective, of the various
social definitions which place the homo-
sexual group in its present category, -
definitions which have, by their very
nature, aggravated our sense of dis-
sociation from society, instead of foster-
ing our assimilation and integration in-
to society at large.

All persons deserving of demo-
cratic opportunity have an equal stoke in
democracy, and stand to gain equally
by remaining loyal to the democratic
ideal, and living it. For various psychic
reasons, the homosexual is often In a
particularly advantageous position to tap
the creative resources which lie within
the human consciousness. These creative
resources are the origin of our cultural
riches in all of their phases - intellec-
tual, esthetic, scientific. Encouraged and
brought forth from within uader the free
skies of democratic princrple, and so-
cially accepted on their own merits re-
gardless of the personalities involved,
the cultural contributions of individuals
are, so to speak, the flower and fruit
of practical democracy. Quite logically,
therefore, it seems that there could be
no prcgramme of greater importance
for the modern homosexual than to
bend every effort towards the positive,
cultural achievements which can prove
the social worth of every human being,
irrespective of race, sex, or other ma-
terial condition. Along with all self-
respecting human beings, there are a
great many homosexuals who seek spirit-
ual dignity and social usefulness. To
the extent that we achieve these, we
will find not only the ties which can
lead us onward towards the solution of
a common problem, but we will also dis-
cover deeper bonds, bonds of mutual
respect and self-esteem which reach
through all barriers of misunderstand-
ing wherever these may exist - bonds
from which can be forged the realistic
sense of brotherhood that, in the end,
can unite all of humanity.
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An Open letter to You:
It has always been hard for me to admit I am wrong. It is even harder to admit I've

been a fool, but having just returned from my first visit to the staff of One, I must plead
guilty on both counts.

The winter of Quatrefoil's debut I discovered the "party crowd" of gayer New York-
a way of life at once entertaining, bewildering and rather disillusioning to anyone of
comparatively simple tastes and outmoded honesties. I was convinced that I would find
the same situation surrounding America's first successful homosexual magazine, and
although the prospect of spending a weekend in that atmosphere was not appealing, I was
determined to look over this brave new venture and give it some practical support if
possible. Mentally gritting my teeth, I arrived in Los Angeles .

•
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I was met by two young men who might have been professors at any university. No
berets, no pink fur ascots, no carved ivory cigarette holders, but a great deal of real charm
and friendliness. They were the business and circulation managers, Bill Lambert and
Dave Freeman. My bags were collected and I was driven to a small house in the heart
of the city and its key given me. My host, Don Slater, also a contributing editor, had
simply turned it over to One for my stay because I'd asked for privacy. I began to appre-
ciate these new friends very vividly.

For the next five hours, until dawn, we talked. Questions that had puzzled me for
months were answered quickly and concisely. Some of the answers didn't suit preconceived
ideas so several times I started arguments, but each time I felt I'd struck a stone wall.
These young men seemed to have the answers to every question I threw them. Above all,
their answers were based on'<recent experience whereas my questions· sprang from pure
theory. By the time we said good night I was beginning to tee! that perhaps I was the
stone wall.

Saturday night I attended my first Corporation meeting. On the way we picked up a
heavily moustached young man who, but for his crew cut, might have posed for a por-
trait of Edgar Allen Poe. This was Lyn Pedersen, whose resemblance to perhaps the
greatest American story teller I soon suspected was more than physical. With every
carefully uttered sentence the man's mind opened before us as a story such as one seldom
hears, and when he admitted he was working on not one but three new books, I pulled
in whatever professional horns that might still be showing.

At the meeting I was welcomed by Ann Carll Reid, an attractive, shrewd but charming
businesswoman whose letters had first made me want to make the trip, and Eve Elloree,
the art editor whose rather elfish beauty is of that rare type that makes male inverts
wish they weren't. I met the others, new members, old ones, the attorney who weighs
every word before the magazine goes to press. As the meeting got under way I began to
understand the tough, definitive assurance of this group. For instance, the secretary
reported, "Last week's subscriptions enabled us to buy the paper for the new edition.
In two more weeks we should be able to send it to the printer." Obviously they were
getting more out of their bootstraps than most.

When I suggested, rather pompously I believe, that it might be easier to accept a
loan to get the edition out on time, I was told firmly but courteously that contributions
of any amount were always welcome-but only on the Corporation's terms. "You see,
Mr. Barr, One cannot ever be for sale."

And they are right. Homosexuals must support their own magazine if it is to grow.
No one on the volunteer staff of One is paid. All work at regular outside jobs every day,
several go to school at night. "In between" they put out the magazine. If they get a bit
hungry, they laugh about the lean years. Discouragement melts before the thanks that
pours in with every mail from every state in the nation: the sailor who sends his last
fifty dollars "for such a swell job," and the monthly fifty cents from the boy in a small
southern town "alone down here but for your magazine. I don't know what I'd do if it
stopped."

No indeed, Mr. Barr, dreams are not for sale. As a writer you should know that.
We need your faith, and the faith of every other homosexual in what we are doing here
and now. We've made the start. You, and a million others can make us great, or you
can let us die. But whatever you do for us, do it with respect and trust.

I ask you, what defense is there against a plea such as that?
On Monday they gave me a farewell party-and a buffet laden with cokes and coffee.

Yet in the group were an internationally famous essayist, a photographer whose name
ranks in the top five of our nation, and the bearer of an European name so ancient it is
almost legendary. They had learned humility too, but as one of them said, "Don't despair,
young man, they're fond of us in spite of ourselves. Be pleased with so much!"

And needless to say, quite humbly I am.

~
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Jane Dahr

As they entered the lobby, where Pavia instinctively took Jill's elbow to assist
her at the few marble steps, she said, "Poor darling, have you had to put
up with that for three days?"

"That and more! Pavia, don't be surprised if he drops dead before your first
number. He's a dynamo. bur too big for what he's supplying."

"Everything all right, if you'll excuse a foolish question?"
"Perfect. And how did Dr. Kaegel impress you?"
"Till, that man's a marvel. He has facts that will make Kinsey's look like

copy book exercises. But everyone's afraid of him, so I promised -"
"Oh, darling! How much this time?"
"I said five thousand. but if you -" Pavia trailed off sheepishly.
"Pavia, five thousand! You're so generous, and even though you're -"
Pavia closed the door of their suite behind them, tossed her coat on a chair

and gently drew the girl to her.
"Forgiven?" she asked at last. She touched the delicate pulse beat beneath

the light golden hair on the child-like temple. "Will there ever be a day when
you won't blush when I do that." she murmured.

"1 hope not." Jill sighed. "It's so good to have you back."
"Sweet." Pavia touched her earring. "Coral flowers on little shell ears. Coral

suits your coloring, Jill; pearl, ivory, coral, gold. But aren't those the ones we
saw in the shoo in New York?"

Jill nodded. "I showed them to Jerry and he bought them. I couldn't resist
taking them even though they're far too dear. They had a necklace too, each little
flower was a perfection of carving and it was all worked into several strands
of tiny seed pearls. But it was sold." She sounded heartbroken. She was such a
child, Pavia thought with annoyance.

"Never mind, you're pretty enough without it. Any mail?"
"Pavia, you don't mind my taking presents from Jerry occasionally?"
"Of course not. You're free to do as you please - until you decide. You know

that." Pavia's rich voice had grown ominously flat as she took off her hat and
fluffed her short dark hair in the mirror. "Any mail?"

Till picked up a stack of letters and two unopened notes that had been
delivered by hand. "Do you know a Mrs. Leah Brake," Jill asked.

"Why yes, she's -" Pavia stopped short, feeling herself flush.
"- the girl who had you expelled from college," Jill finished for her. "The

one I remind you of so much. The notes are from her. She has called three times,
wanting you have cocktails and dinner with her tonight - just the two of you -
out at her home. She said she's a widow now."

"I know:' Pavia put the mail down unexarnined. "I think I'll shower."
"Pavia, Jerry's calling from New York tonight for a definite answer."
"Have you made up your mind?"
"I think so."
"When will you know?"
"I don't quite know. It's rather up to you, isn't it?"
Pavia took a cigarette from her bag and lighted it. "Nothing is up to me.

That decision is yours. I've explained why." She started out. "Call Mrs. Brake and
tell her to pick me up here at five."

"I ... I've found a girl here in town who can take my place," Jill said
quietly. "She's a good secretary, a wonderful girl. I knew her sister."

"I'll interview her tomorrow." And Pavia left the room.

SJlPPHO
REMEMBERED

On the way from the airport to their hotel they had no chance to talk for
Joe Rich, the manager of the Antoinette Room where Pavia was opening that
night, was giving her all the information he'd given Jill, her secretary, at least
four times already. Joe Rich was obviously the itchy type.

"And Miss Orr," he said ridding himself 0t yet another hangnail with his
small bright teeth, "your secretary and I decided to let your accompanist do a
whole number by himself tonight before you sing. Then, when he's half way
through the second number, you start singing softly out beyond the spOt and just
sort of wander into it. Ignore the audience, SOrt of, you know."

Beneath her mink coat, folded over her knees, Pavia pressed her knee con-
spiratorily against Jill's. The routine was as old as the ballad singer, but an effec-
tive opening for any diseuse with her poise, and Jill knew Pavia was delighted to
have it accepted without a row. She said in that silky, famous voice of hers,
"That's a very shrewd idea. Yours. Mr. Rich?"

"Well, I suppose," he admitted modestly. "If it's done right, it sort of catches
'em naoping, you know. And wear that slinky silver and white job your secretary
showed me yesterday - Gad! you've got a figure!" His eyes appraised the firm
lines beneath her beige jersey dress with a buyer's gleam. "She says it's a Fath
original - I'll see the word gets around where it'll do the most good - and it
fits you like the hide on an earthworm." He leaped ahead of himself and rushed
on, "And keep that pianist of yours out of trouble. This town's hot as a rivet since
they picked up the mayor's kid queening a drag ball. We're sold out for the next
three weeks and we can't afford any bad publicity. Didja notice I had three
photographers at the airport? Not bad for a town this size!" But before they
could reply. "Oh, here's the hotel. Want me to come up awhile. I can."

"No, thank you. Mr. Rich, I really need to relax." Pavia cleared her throat
and Rich jumped with fright.

"Something wrong with your throat? I know a specialisr=-"
"Everything's fine, Mr. Rich. I'll see you this evening."
"Nine o'clock! Don't forget! Don't be late! Remember, nine o'clock!"
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She dressed in the new gown that Jill had put out for the show, and as
she caught up her long ermine wrap and shimmering bag, she called to Jill, who
was staring out of the tall windows at the snow falling over the lake, "Will 1
see you before the show? I'm not coming back here."

"I suppose so," Jill replied, not turning, "but if you don't->-"
"If you want, you may wait here for your call."
"Thank you. Mrs. Brake's chauffeur is waiting in the lobby."
"Good night."
"Good night."

But she was wrong. She knew it the moment she walked into the beautiful
drawing room, cold and correct like its mistress. Leah had not changed. As one
slow minute dragged forth a fresh one, Pavia saw the old faults grown bigger, the
few virtues nearly dead. Pavia's mind could not leave her hotel suite, where the
girl she loved abo~e all else was waiting for a fatal call.

And Leah, receiving no encouragement, nor even interest, became more aggres-
sive, and after dinner in the middle of a plea for forgiveness and understanding,
with tears, and "can't we try just once more, darling," the sleek young chauffeur had
strolled' in, out of uniform, his collar open, as if he had owned the house! The
situation was as ludicrously clear as Le-ah's face. Pavia could hardly keep from
laughing aloud. Of course, the man had apologized, thinking, "Madame was alone,"
which only made matters worse for Leah. After that, even a fool would have
understood that Leah didn't care where her pleasures came from - so long as
the supply was tremendous, varied and unending. Pavia went back to town in a
cab, leaving Leah's paramour to justify his deliberate intrusion in ways best known
to them alone. She hoped they would be very happy, as she laughed in spite of her
misery.

Bur the episode had helped to restore enough perspective to get her through
her first performance at the Antoinette Room. She had told Joe Rich, "I'll just do
three numbers," and afterward, "I don't think I should do a second show the first
night - bad psychology to crowd them on an opening," and miraculously, he
had agreed with her. She escaped to her suite where she expected to find her secre-
tary at least ecstatic, and probably packed.

To Pavia's surprise, there was a candlelit table laid for two overlooking the
city, the lake and the night. Jill, who had been weeping, was dressed in the gown
Pavia liked best. But she barely spoke as Pavia took off her wrap.

"Well," Pavia tried to sound cheerful, "is this for Auld Lang Syne."
"It is an occasion," Jill said, biting her lip and not looking at her. Then she

burst forth, "I can't leave you, Pavia. Jerry called just a few minutes ago. My answer
was no. He ... he was even drunk!"

"But why no? He has a right to get drunk once in a while, surely?"
"It wasn't that! Drunk or sober, I don't love him ... like I do you!" She start-

ed to cry. "Mrs. Brake may be more important to you than 1 am - but she won't
go with you everywhere as I will, and you do need me ... in spite of what you
may think ... as I need you!"

Pavia felt the fatigue within her melt from her mind down through her
muscles. She felt like a girl again herself, living in the imagery of Millay and
Dickinson. But she knew Jill too well. She must not give in too quickly to her for
the girl had to be taught to be stronger and more self reliant somehow, and Pavia
knew how she must teach her. It would be difficult, bur it would be heaven.

"Jill, dear," she said quietly, "I've a surprise for you - two of them, in fact,
before we have a long, long talk. First, Mrs. Brake is sleeping with her chauffeur,
and I'm glad she is. Second, if you found a jeweler's box when you unpacked for me,
it's for you. You see, I remembered what day it is too," she nodded to the roses
and candlelight. "Why don't you get the box?"

"Pavia' It can't be the -" Jill ran from the room.
"But it is, dear," Pavia said softly as the girl brought rhe box back and opened

it. r- 'Every flower a perfection of the carver's art, all worked into several strands of
tiny pearls.' Sornerh ing out of the same gentle sea from which Aphrodite arose,
and over which Sappho gazed as she wrote her lyrics. It might have been my going
away gift, but rhank God, it isn't. Come, my mouse, let me help you put it on."

How could she, Pavia reproached herself as she stared at the back of the
chauffeur's sleek, well groomed head. She was numb with misery and yet she had
done nothing to alleviate the pain. She had practically pushed the girl our of her
life, even before she knew what her decision was to be. Bur J ill was so dependent;
she had to learn to think more for herself. And hadn't J ill said she'd found another
secretary? Of course, that had been after she'd told her to call Leah. Still, she had
been searching for a substitute.

Pavia massaged her throat which suddenly had begun to ache with suppressed
emotion. The chauffeur was staring at her in the mirror again. Now that they'd
left the downtown traffic, he had divided his attention almost equally between her
and the road, yet his eyes held neither admiration nor curiosity for the famous. It
was plain hatred. Did he know about her, Pavia wondered. If he did, how did he
know? Did Leah send for other women now that she was a widow? She picked
up the small microphone at her elbow and said, "W ill you keep your eyes on the
road, please?" His face and neck turned scarlet, but he did not look at her the
rest of the drive.

She wondered again about Leah. Was it possible for the personality of such a
woman to change? Vividly she remembered their sorority room at the university,
the faces of their House Mother and the Dean of Women as the door had burst
open upon them, that nightmare of an inquisition in the office downstairs with
Leah hysterically screaming accusations at her, her parents' faces as they had come
to take her home. Ten years ago, and yet the agony could still bleed freely. Was it
possible she still loved Leah? She had thought she wanted never to see her again,
yet here she was on her way to answer the first summons the woman had sent her.
But how much had Jill to do with her going - and Jill's young man.

Jill was so helplessly young, only twenty and actually nearer sixteen in many
essential ways of maturity. She'd known this Jerry all her life; they'd been in love
in a way, until she'd come to work for Pavia. Pavia had met the fellow several
times, a nice young man, good job, good prospects, he would give Jill a good life
with healthy babies and her share of bliss and mediocrity. Could I do more, Pavia
thought with a sharp ache in her heart,

Then she remember what Dr. Kaegel had said to her in New York: "We, as
individuals, are not important; but as a part of some scheme of Nature we have
yet to understand, we're terribly important. As individuals it doesn't matter if
we're big or little, wise or foolish, so long as, together, we generate enough energy,
or enlightenment, to reveal the darkened stage upon which Nature has set us. We
have to find the main switch before we are all lost or dead! That is how we are
important to mankind!"

He was right. It must not matter what the Jills did. There were always the
Leahs to provide the essentials, Pavia told herself fiercely.
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~r
Lord Samuel

and
Lord Montagu

(A New and Very BAB BALLAD by Brother Grundy, Hollywood 1954)
now ... we find to our dismay that the vices of Sadom and Gomorrah appear

to be rife among us ... we may indeed be on the eve of a new Elizabethan oge."
Viscount Samuel, News of the World

~

"And Samuel said, What meaneth then this bleating of the sheep in mine ears, and the
lowing of the oxen which I hear?"

•

I Samuel, 15-14

Lord Samuel says that Sodom's sins
Disgrace our young Queen's reign,
An age that in this plight begins
May well end up in flame.

As if to show his words are true
Of commoner and peer -
It's gaol for Boron Mantagu
For upwards of a year!

His ins and outs with various Scouts
Hod caused a mild sensation.
Accomplice airmen take the stand
Secure the Lord's damnation.

A Labour Member, Mr. Field
For "importuning" fined is,
The spin, the M.P's. richly heeled,
Discover Justice blind is.

The GENT'S at Piccadilly says
The press, both tame and raucous,
Of places the most silly is
To hold a party caucus!

Lord Samuel is a legal peer
(While real are Monty's curls!)
Some peers are seers but some are queers-
And some boys WILL be girls •

18

For there's blackmail in the woodpile
And there's blackmail by the fence,
But to black male and to white mole
It's: AVOID THE PUBLIC "GENTS"!

In good Victoria's glorious days
When Sammy was a child
Were things perverse a great deal worse?
Is Wildeblood worse than Wilde?

This new Elizabethan age
The ancient pattern fits -
When Roister Doister held the stage
~nd boys were Honest Kit's.

Gamorrah, Pompeii, Corinth, Tyre,
Rome, London - all a piece -
It seems the fat's been in the fire
Ere Athens was in Greece.

While Priestley tell the B.B.C.
About the "invert clique"
Why should this Second Samuel flee
The bleating of the sheep?

Had he beheld - this Statesman Eld' -
The vice of other reigns,
Would he thus the "Lily" geld
Or throw him to the flames?

Would he idly waste his breath
In sniffing round the drains
Had he known "King Elizabeth"
Or roistering "Queen James"?

MORAL
They say the sins of Sodom
In these Isles have come to roost -
So if your flying east from GANDER
Watch you don't get fairly "goosed".

And if you wish to Pick a Dilly
When you're strolling out at night,
Just make sure it's not a "Lily"
Or a male transvestite.

ff

ti
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"Excuse me. I see a friend at another table."
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"Anybody want to go for a motorcycle ride?"
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~,,~~
the highest form of . . "

"For instance, in ancient Greece it was considered
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"I'm elegant"

~l~"
Copvriqht 1954
by ONE, inc.
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I~Iflt11,11·
Gentlemen:
The June issue just recently received is one
of the best since your beginning.
While one may not agree with all the philo-
sophical conclusions reached by the various
writers' in this issue, you are certainly to be
commended for presenting these views, thus
giving us the incentive to re-think our patterns.
We are on the march against ignorance,prej-
udice and all the other black sins that curse
the "realm of Christianity"-so-called. ONE
can be proud that they have lead the way.

A MINISTER
Dear Sirs:
Each issue of ONE makes the cause of homo-
sexuals more known. I always remail my
issue to a person I think would be interested
in our cause. If every member did this, we
would soon have more' support.

SAN FRANCISCO m
Dear Editors:
Having been handed a copy of the recent
issue of another magazine. containing an
article explaining the efforts of the Editors in
publishing ONE, my partner and I are very
much interested in subscribing to ONE, reg-
ularly.
So far, this is the first that any of our friends
have heard of the publication. We all join
in congratulating you and your fine staff in
creating what we have all hoped for over a
long period of time.
From the description in the other article, it
seems to be a very outstanding magazine, and
of a type which will certainly achieve what
each and everyone of us is striving for-
tolerance in society, by our' employers, neigh-
bors and families.
We all join in extending our best wishes for
continued success.

PORTLAND, OREGON
Gentlemen:
I salute the editors and staff of ONE for
doing in addition to hoping and drearn.ng. I
will always remain willing to support in my
small way any effort to reduce intolerance
toward a minority group in the United States.
Intolerance is basically as un-American as Com-
munism. I realize that the road ahead of us
is long and difficult, but that part of the
road already traveled has been pretty tough,
too.

WINSTON-SALEM, N. C. m

Dear Sirs:
A moment ago the established fact of your
publication was brought to my attention.
I am overwhelmed, so much so that I can
hardly express that which I wish to say. But
first and foremost I am truly thankful that
at last someone has had the courage to take
such a decisive step-in the right direction.
Dissemination of truths and ideas in order to
dissolve the moral bigotry that has been and
is being broadcast today is the first step toward
better understanding jy the heterosexual of
the problem which he has helped create.

SAN FRANCISCO, CALIF. m

•

Dear Editors:
Let me congratulate you heartily on your issue,
"Religion and the Homosexual."
A year ago I was afraid ONE might be merely
a vehicle for gripes-but now it is a creative
force. Keep up issues like June's 1954 and it
will be a permanent, irreplacable instrument
for greater tolerance and freedom.

HOLICONG, PENNSYLVANIA m

Dear Sirs:
The reason that I'm interested in subscribing
to ONE is that I believe I am homosexually
inclined. I feel that your magazine will give
me guidance and enlightenment that I need.
Just knowing that I am now writing to you
lets me know that I am not alone with my
problem. You are to be commended very highly
for the step you are taking. I know that many
others are grateful just as I am.

EAST POINT, GEORGIA m

Dear Sirs:
If myself or any of my close friends can be of
any assistance to your organization-WE ARE
READY!

IRVINGTON, NEW JERSEY m

Editor's note: We thank you r It is spirit such
as this that Whitman would wish for, in order
to build his "City of Comrades."

To ALL it may concern:
In a recent issue of People Today I read of
the marvelous effort you, a non-profit organ-
ization, are doing to promote a better under-
standing of a misunderstood minority group.
I not only believe its goals sincere and right,
but also believe that such goals will be reached
in the near future only if people like myself
are willing to bring knowledge and under-
standing into our American homes.

PONTIAC, MICHIGAN m

Edi'tor's note: And it's "people like yourself"
who, are enabling ONE to send this knowledge
to the homes, the churches, to our doctors,
lawyJrs and educators. Thank you for your
contribution r
Dear ONE:
A great change has come about in ONE-in
the past 6 months! I speak, not only for my-
self, but for many friends who subscr.be and
who meet with me and discuss each issue.
ONE seems to have acquired a heart in 1954!
ONE no longer seems to feel that the "male"
is the only one who needs help and under-
standing, ana that the only way to attain same
is to battle constantly with law enforcement!
People make the laws. Men and women. Your
appeal recently has been to ALL peoples-the
laymen and the scholars. The recent articles
mean as much to the Lesbian as to the male
invert.
We feel now, that you love us-there may
come a time when you'll be forced to take up
the sword, both for us and for ONE, but your
love for us is going to make the army behind
you MUCH stronger!

BEAUMONT, TEXAS
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plan has been worked out ioherebu ONE'S read-
ers can take active part -in its progress and expansion. ONE, a California
non-profit corporation, now offers to you, and to all its friends, four dif-
ferent types of non-voting corporation membership. From these each person
can select a means for supporting ONE's aims and ideals.

We are confident that you want to heln us make ONE a better
magazine, a more fearless and exciting challenge than ever before. We have
great plans and high hopes for the coming year. Won't you [oin with us?

Annual Membership - $10.00 An annual Member of ONE, Inc. for 1954
receives a year's subscription to ONE magazine for 1954, plus a first
edition of a book selected (or to be published) by the corporation.
Contributing Membership - $25.00 A Contributing Member of ONE,
Inc. for 1954 receives a year's subscription to ONE magazine, plus a
year's subscription to one of the similar European magazines (choice
of available languages), plus a first edition of a book selected (or to
be published) by the corporation.
Associate Membership - $50,00. An Associate Member of ONE, Inc. for
1954 receive's a year's subscription to ONE magazine, plus a year's
subscription to one of the similar European magazines (choice of avail-
able languages), plus a first edition of a book selected (or to be pub-
lished) by the corporation, plus Volume II, 1954 of ONE magazine,
indexed and attractively bound.
Life Membership - $100.00. A Life Member of ONE, Inc. receives ONE
magazine for the remainder of his lifetime.

(See coupon below and check category desired.)

Corporation Membership Order

Name _

Address . _

City State _

o Annual

o Contributing

o Associate

o Life

ONE, Inc., 232 South Hill, Los An,ele. 11
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EUGENE POINC CREATES

UNIQUE GIFTS
JEWELRY

CERAMICS
SKETCHES

NECKWEAR
PLAQUES

I

• •,---=4007'12 WILSHIRE - LOS ANGELES

WHERE YOU CAN BUY ~

Minneapolis. Minn.
Chicago. III.
Salt Lake City. Utah
Berkeley, Calif.
Cleveland, Ohio
Copenhagen, Den.
Copenhagen, Den.
Gardiner, Moine
Los Angeles
San Francisco
New York

Alexander Hews. 40 I E. Hennepin
Ralph Bushee. Bookseller. 115 S. Wells St.
BY's Magazine Shop. 32 W. Second S.
The Phoenix Books, 2449 Bancroft Way
Kay Book Service, 1374 E. 9th Street
Blodcentrolen, Fiolstroede 28
Donsk Forretnings- Tjeneste, Postbox 108
Uranus Books, Box 62
Phone Michigan 6983 for information
City Lights Books, 261 Columbus Avenue
Phone ORegon 3-4945 for information

~~~==~~ __-========-L~==
SUBSCRIPTION ORDER ONE, Inc., 232 South Hill, Los Angeles 12

1'01."'•...............................

Address .

City .

Send me ONE for ..

.Zone Stote ..

.yeors. I enclose $ ..

On. year re,ul.r $2.50. two years re,ulor $4.00, One year first cia •• MOled $3.50,
two yean first cia •• sealed $6.00 in the United States and Canada. EI•• wh.re $3.50
p.r year. Sin,!e copies 27 cents re,ular, 31 cents first class ••• Iect.

And while you are .t it. why not send a copy of ONE (.nanymously, if you wish) to
your doctor, lawy.r, minister, those friends or relatives to help further th.ir und.r-
standin,'

I inclose for capies .
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FOREIGN BOOKS AND MAGAZINES
THAT WILL INTEREST YOU;

Arcadie, 162 Rue Jeanne d'Arc, Paris
13, France

Pan. postboks 1023. Copenhagen K.
Denmark
Die Gefahrten, Arndstrasse 3, Frankfurt

am 'Main, Germany
Hellos, Neustodter Strosse 48, Hambur,

36, Germany
Der Weg, Colonnoden 5, Hambur. 36,

Germany

DER KREIS / LE CERCLE / THE CIRCLE
Intematianal ",onthly ",agasine

with articles in
German, French and English

with beautiful photos
published since 1936
regularly every month

Kindly write to: Der Kreis, Posriach 547,
Zurich 22, Fraumunster, Switserland

Subscription: A years' subscription, sent
by printed matter $7.00, by letter $10.

Bound volumes 1950-53 available at
$7.00 each. Interelting articles and
beautiful pictures.

nEWSLETTER
PUBLISHED BI-MONTHL Y BY THE
International Committee for Sexual
Equality. Articles in English, French, Ger-
man, and Dutch. 'Post Box 542 Amster-
dam, Holland. $3.00 yearly.

(

\-

VENNEN (THE FRIEND)
Scand inavian Ho",osexual Magasine.
Appears monthly. Subscription rates per
year, $4.50 (in sealed envelope). By
regulor mail, $3.50. Send orders to:
ONE, Inc., 232 South Hill St., Los
Angele., Calif. or Vennen c/o D. F. T.,
P. O. Box 108, Copenhagen K, Denmark.

VRIENDSCHAP
Dutch Homosexual Magasine Illustrated
monthly. Send orders to ONE, Inc., 232
S. Hm Street, Los Angeles 12; or,
Vriendschap, P. O. Box 542 Amsterdam,
Holland. $4.00 yearly.

UMAHITAS
official magazine of the
Gesellschaft fiir Menschenrechte
Editor. Christian Hansen Schmidt
Heustadter Strasse 48. Hamburg.
Germany.

portrait plwtofjraph'j
ARTISTIC - THEATRICAL

AT
FRANK BOMBA

STUDIOS

356 EAST 74th STREET
NEW YORK 21, N. Y.

PHONE LE-HICH 5-5256

We (juarantee to Jake a portrait Jhat you Will J,.eaJure
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100 BEAlJT'FV' .• PHOTOf.RAPHS

A s.-h~etion from .he fin••st, appearing dur-
Ing th.- past, twenty y••ars in Der Kreis/Le
Ct>rdt>. On glossy pap.-r~ board bindings.
Pr.-publieat Ion prie.-s (until August, 31
only) :

'"olum.- I ~H••prlnt,.-d.•83.25.

'"ohlm.- II~ ~(-W~ 83.25.

S.-nd mon••y ord.~rs only to:
O.-r Kr ••is/I.e .:••rele
Posteh ••cK "111 25753
Zuri(~h. Switzerland

i NOTICE TO SUBSCRIBERS ,

~y
ONE REGRETS that it cannot ac-
cept subscriptions on a "bill me
later" basis. We know this
would be convenient for many
people, but ONE has neither the
administrative apparatus nor the
capital to operate this way.
Please send check or money or-
der with your subscription blank!

CHANGE OF ADDRESS
Please allow a period of one
month for address chanCJes and
all other requests involvinCJ el-
teration of our records. ChanCJ-
inCJ addresses or type of sub-
scription entails a number of dif·
ferent processes and requires the
careful attention of numerous
people. Remember, ONE has no
full-time staff, and even biCJpub-
lications with thousands of em-
ployees insist on a month to make
address chenqes,

•

New subscriptions will beCJin
with the oldest issue available
unless we are specifically ln-
structed otherwise. This decision
is the result of many requests
from our subscribers.

ONE DOES NOT solicit subscrlprlons
from minors. and If any are received
from individuals Icnown to be under legal
age. the subscription must be refused.

CANCEL THE P. O. BOX
ONE moved into its downtown quarters
November I. 1953. The postbox address
that was used before that time no
longer serves to do anything but con·
fuse the mailman. Please address us
ONLY at 232 South Hili Street. Los
Angeles , 2. California. If you find us
still using some of the letterheads with
the old address, it's because we are
extremely Scotch - from necenity. so
pay no attention.

~
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NO WIN-MOR GARMENT IS SOLD EXCEPT BY DIRECT ORDER FROM:

WIN-MOR of CALIFORNIA
P.O. Box 38311, Dept. lA
Hollywood 38, California I

NAME I i i I

---1". pO,. I."'1,,, ••
to those who appreciate
the ultimate In original design.
fine quality In fabric.
and superb craftsmanship.
The designs are
created by the fabulous ANON
exclusively for
"WIN-MOR of California",
We offer these
originals
for your discriminating approval.

"DREAM"
Here is our answer to the gay 90's
nightshirt. They used flannel - we
use nylon and satin L!
COLOR-Foam White only.
SIZES-Small, medium and large.
PRICE-$12

STREET I

"MOON-GLOW"
Nights of comfort in sheer nylon
with jeweled satin trim.
COLORS-Black Magic or White.
SIZES-Small, medium and large.
IAlso available in jersey)

PRICE-The Top .
The Bottom
Both

.$ 8
...$14
.$21

\'J
"EASE"

In satin studded with rhinestone.
COLOR-Black Magic or White.
SIZES-Small, medium and large.
IAlso available in Jersey or
sheer nylon)
PRICE-$4

"Moon-Glow"

PriceSize IHip-size I Color

"Dream"
CITY STATE I I I I I 1

Check or Money Order
NO CODsplease -
We pay the tax .

"Ease"

Total
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